SALT POOLS PTY LTD

A PRIVATE OASIS
LUXURIOUS SWIMMING POOL DESIGN

This backyard truly has the ‘wow’ factor, and the featured pool illustrates a tropical charm that you would be surprised
to find in the eastern suburbs of Melbourne. Wanting a place of refuge and pure indulgence, the owners of the
property were after a space where they could entertain, sit back and relax.
The owners had a clear view of what they wanted and salt Pools Pty ltd helped them turn that dream into a reality.
The owners couldn’t be happier with the result as it’s everything that they had hoped for.
The wet-edge pool creates the vision of a peaceful endless swimming pool, and as it’s surrounded by tropical palm
trees, the area is completely secluded, allowing the owners to feel like they are in a private resort. salt Pools
Pty ltd also built the barbecue area and paving which help the swimming pool and the entertaining area merge
together to create a wonderfully peaceful private oasis.
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Fax: (03) 9813 0042
Email: info@saltpl.com.au
Website: www.saltpl.com.au

The stunning 6m x 6m concrete, solar heated pool features an interior of iceland glass mosaic tiles, which are
enhanced by the spa electrics led niche underwater lights. The company also installed led lights in the decking and
paving, and frameless glass fencing borders the pool.
salt Pools & landscapes Pty ltd is a partnership between Richard Workman and Wayne daly. Workman has been
in the industry for over 20 years, working for some of Melbourne’s leading pool companies building in-ground
concrete swimming pools and spas. He is experienced in all areas of pool construction, and is a qualified licensed
builder.
specialising in concrete swimming pool and spa design and construction, salt Pools Pty ltd combine luxury designs
with spectacular workmanship and a wealth of knowledge to create truly unforgettable outdoor spaces.
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